
FGDC Annual Report to OMB 
Format for Agency Reports – FY 2002  
 
The following outline should be used by FGDC Member Agencies (or Bureaus) for their 
Annual Spatial Data Reports, which will be consolidated by the FGDC and submitted to 
OMB.  Reports should be brief, using bullets where possible.  Please provide only the 
information that will be useful for OMB to assess the agencies’ achievements and for 
establishing future direction. 
 
Part A 
GENERAL FEDERAL AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES REPORT (All Agencies) 
 

1. Agency or Bureau: National Imagery and Mapping Agency 
 

2. Name of Contact for Report: Dr. Scott A. Loomer 
Email: LoomerSc@nima.mil   Phone #: (703) 262-4570  

 
3. Steering Committee Member:  Dr. Scott A. Loomer 
 Email: LoomerSc@nima.mil    Phone #: (703) 262-4570 

NIMA-FGDC Liaison: Mr. Keith Thackrey 
Email: ThackreK@nima.mil   Phone #: (703) 648-5161 

 
4. Coordination Group Participant(s): Dr. Charles Roswell 
 Email: RoswellC@nima.mil     Phone #: (703) 262-4418 

 
5. Subcommittee or Working Group Participation  (Subcommittees or Working 

Groups your agency is involved with, but does not lead): 
 
a. Subcommittees 

i. Base Cartographic Data: Dr. Charles Roswell 
Email: RoswellC@nima.mil  Phone #: (703) 262-4418 
Mr. Charles Poeppelmeir 
Email: PoeppelC@nima.mil  Phone #: (314) 263-4567 

ii. Federal Geodetic Control: Mr. James Slater 
Email: SlaterJ@nima.mil  Phone #: (301) 227-4549 

iii. Maritime and Coastal Spatial Data: Mr. Christian Andreasen 
Email: AndreasenC@nima.mil Phone #: (301) 275-8578 
Mr. Richard Martino 
Email: MartinoD@nima.mil  Phone #: (703) 264-7282 
Dr. Richard Brand 
Email: BrandR@nima.mil  Phone #: (703) 262-4565 

iv. International Boundaries and Sovereignty: Mr. Randall Flynn 
Email: FlynnRE@nima.mil  Phone #: (301) 227-3053 

 
b. Working Groups 

i. Clearinghouse: 



ii. Homeland Security: Ms. Susan Kalweit 
Email: KalweitS@nima.mil  Phone #: (703) 262-4426 

iii. Marine Boundaries: Mr. Trent Palmer 
Email: PalmerT@nima.mil  Phone #: (301) 227-3051 

 Mr. Randall Flynn 
 Email: FlynnRE@nima.mil  Phone #: (301) 227-3053 
 Mr. Adam Veracka 
 Email: VerackaA@nima.mil  Phone #: (301) 227-3173 

iv. Standards: Dr. Charles Roswell 
   Email: RoswellC@nima.mil  Phone #: (703) 262-4418 

 
6. Strategy:  Has your agency prepared a detailed strategy for integrating geographic 

information and spatial data activities into your business process - in coordination 
with the FGDC strategy, pursuant to OMB Circular A-16?  If yes, briefly 
describe. 
 
NIMA is an active participant in Geospatial One-stop, as such, NIMA is actively 
pursuing the posting of its domestic homeland security geospatial holdings on an 
NSDI compliant Clearinghouse, to be followed by a posting of our planned 
collection of same. 
 

7. Compliance:  How are your spatial data holdings compliant with FGDC 
Standards?  Also, please list the FGDC Standards you are using or plan to use in 
your organization. 

 
The metadata for our domestic HLS geospatial data will be compliant and placed 
on an NSDI compliant Clearinghouse.  As part of NIMA's development of a web 
server host of these holdings, NIMA will implement the relevant and available 
standards supported by Geospatial One-Stop. 

 
8. Redundancy:  Prior to collecting data, how does your agency ensure that the data 

are not already available? 
 

NIMA has a strategic partnership with USGS and FGDC--codified in a 
Memorandum of Understanding. One of the key elements of this partnership, is 
the coordination of data collection between NIMA and USGS. 

 
9. Collection:  Do your agency contracts and grants involving data collection include 

costs for NSDI standards? 
 

NIMA doesn't have standing contracts for domestic geospatial homeland security 
data collection. 

 
10. Clearinghouse:  Is all the data and/or metadata that your agency is able to share 

with the public published on the NSDI Clearinghouse?  If not, please cite barriers 
encountered. 



 
NIMA has a contract in place to do this. 

 
11.  E-Gov:  How are you using geospatial data in your mission activities to provide 

better services?  (Please list) 
 

Geospatial data is the foundation for all of NIMA's GEOINT analysis and 
production activities. It provides the spatial context for addressing key 
intelligence questions and operational missions for our customers in the National 
Security community. 

 
12. Geospatial One-Stop:  How is your agency involved in the Geospatial One-Stop? 

 
NIMA is a federal partner. 

 
13. Enterprise Architecture:  Is geospatial data a component of your enterprise 

architecture?  Please provide a brief summary of how geospatial data fits into 
your enterprise architecture. 

 
14.  Partnerships:  What efforts are being taken to coordinate data and build 

partnerships at the field level for data collection and standards development?  
Identify partnerships and data sharing activities with other federal agencies, state, 
local, and tribal governments and other entities. 

 
See answer to number 8. 

 
15. Concerns or Lessons Learned:  Are there areas or issues regarding spatial data 

that require attention, or lessons learned that you would like to share with others?  
Please describe. 


